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Driving Forward: BackWatch Safety Products Leading the Way in Vehicle Safety Technology


In the dynamic world of commercial vehicles, where safety is paramount, BackWatch Safety Products Ltd stands out as a trailblazer in the field. With a legacy dating back to 1998, BackWatch has been at the forefront of developing and providing cutting-edge vehicle safety technology. Our mission is clear: reduce incidents, shield against unwarranted claims, and […]
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Enhancing Fleet Safety: A Comprehensive Guide to Backwatch’s Cutting-Edge Solutions


In the dynamic realm of fleet management, prioritizing safety is not just a choice; it’s a responsibility. At Backwatch, we understand the intricate tapestry of challenges that fleet operators navigate daily. That’s why we’ve curated a comprehensive suite of cutting-edge solutions designed to elevate vehicle safety standards and redefine the driving experience. Proximity Sensors: Navigating […]
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Navigating London’s New HGV Regulations


As of October 28, 2024, a significant change is on the horizon for heavy goods vehicles (HGVs) over 12 tonnes operating in Greater London. The current 1-star rating requirement is being upped to a 3-star rating, or alternatively, operators can opt for fitting “progressive” safe systems. This shift aims to enhance safety standards on the […]
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Address
Backwatch Safety Productions Ltd.
Units 27-28,
Enterprise Centre,
Bryn Road,
Aberkenfig,
Bridgend,
Mid Glamorgan,
CF32 9BS



Contact Us
Phone: 01656 721871
Email: info@backwatch.co.uk
 




Opening Times:
Monday to Friday:
8.30am-5.30pm
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